Introduction {#s1}
============

Temporary storage of information is essential in order to act on our ever-changing visual world. However, our visual working memory (VWM), the system responsible for keeping information in an "on-line" state, is highly limited to about four items (Cowan, [@B13]; Todd and Marois, [@B71]). Yet, at any given moment we are faced with multiple items competing for representation. To maintain an adaptive behavior, we need to represent only the most relevant information at any time. Visual selective attention allows us to select and process the items that are most relevant to current goals by shifting our focus to locations or objects. Influential theories of attention have postulated that a key basic mechanism to resolving the competition among competing items is *selectivity*, the ability to attend to the most relevant information and ignore the irrelevant (e.g., Desimone and Duncan, [@B20]; Desimone, [@B19]; Corbetta et al., [@B11]; Kastner and Ungerleider, [@B39]).

Indeed, over the last decade, research findings have not only highlighted the dynamic interplay between selective attention and VWM (Corbetta et al., [@B10]; Mayer et al., [@B53]; Chun and Johnson, [@B8]; Ikkai and Curtis, [@B35]; Fusser et al., [@B24]; Gazzaley and Nobre, [@B26]; Cohen et al., [@B9]) but critically, have demonstrated that individual differences in the efficiency of selective attention underpin differences between individuals with high vs. low VWM capacity, both in young and late adulthood (Vogel and Machizawa, [@B72]; Gazzaley et al., [@B27]; Vogel et al., [@B73]; McNab and Klingberg, [@B55]; Jost et al., [@B38]; Linke et al., [@B45]). Taken together, these findings have shown that the mechanisms responsible for the selection and encoding of representations into VWM underpin efficient storage and higher VWM capacity.

VWM increases dramatically with age (Gathercole, [@B25]; Cowan et al., [@B14]) with accompanied maturational changes in the brain (Kwon et al., [@B44]; Klingberg et al., [@B41]; Luna et al., [@B50]; Crone and Ridderinkhof, [@B17]; Jolles et al., [@B37]; Barriga-Paulino et al., [@B6]). Driven by the advances in the adult cognitive neuroscience literature and given that selective attention also undergoes dramatic improvement during childhood (Plude et al., [@B61]; Scerif, [@B65]; Johnson, [@B36]; Stevens and Bavelier, [@B70]), recent developmental research has also started examining the influence of visual attention mechanisms on the developing VWM system (Olesen et al., [@B59]; Cowan et al., [@B15]; Ross-Sheehy et al., [@B63]; Sander et al., [@B64]; Wendelken et al., [@B74]; Astle et al., [@B3], [@B2]; Markant and Amso, [@B52]; Shimi et al., [@B68],[@B69]; Shimi and Scerif, [@B67]), rather than focusing solely on increases in VWM storage. Extending the adult findings to the developmental domain, in a recent study, Shimi et al. ([@B68]) demonstrated that age-related differences in the temporal dynamics of attentional orienting mechanisms before or after encoding items in VWM contributed to differences in VWM performance between children and adults. Importantly, individual differences in the temporal dynamics of the preparatory attentional orienting mechanisms that *bias the encoding* of relevant items into VWM discriminated children with high vs. low VWM capacity.

Despite this growing body within developmental science, our knowledge about the interactions between selective attention and VWM in children remains primarily focused on behavioral performance, rather than on the underlying neural circuits. Multiple electrophysiological studies have investigated the neural mechanisms supporting adults' selective attention of incoming percepts in function of encoding in VWM. However, an understanding of analogous processes in children is significantly more limited. Similarly, knowledge about children's selective attention in service of VWM is disproportionally limited compared with knowledge about selective attention for sensory processing. In the sensory, rather than the memory domain, research has shown that the speed and the efficiency of the ability to select the relevant stimulus among competing items improves with age, possibly reflecting the protracted development of neural networks controlling selective attention (for reviews, see Ridderinkhof and van der Stelt, [@B62]; Stevens and Bavelier, [@B70]). Thus, here, we examined whether the neural correlates of attentional selection during encoding into VWM operate differently in childhood compared to adulthood. In addition, we examined whether individual differences in children's *efficiency of attentional selection* of the relevant item during encoding relates to individual differences in VWM capacity. This is typically assessed in more traditional behavioral terms, through explicit recognition memory at the end of the trial sequence. However, the event-related brain potentials (ERP) method can track electrical brain responses on a millisecond-by-millisecond resolution, and it is therefore ideally suited for investigating attentional mechanisms leading to later accurate memory at different processing stages (Hillyard and Anllo-Vento, [@B31]; Luck et al., [@B49]), in both children and adults. This high temporal resolution has important implications for increasing an understanding of the neural mechanisms supporting VWM across development. For example, we have previously seen that neural activity elicited when guiding attention to a location of an upcoming target via an attentional cue, i.e., an initial stage within the information processing stream \[as reflected in ERP components such as the Early Directing Attention Negativity (EDAN), the Anterior Directing Attention Negativity (ADAN), and the Late Directing Attention Negativity (LDAP)\], differed not only between children and adults, but also between children of high vs. low VWM capacity (Shimi et al., [@B68]). Here, we asked the following complementary question: Do age group and individual differences in neural activity hold for a subsequent stage within the information processing stream, i.e., selecting efficiently the relevant to-be-encoded item in VWM?

We examined this question by focusing on a well-known lateralized electrophysiological marker of attentional selection of a target item among multiple competing items, the N2pc (Luck and Hillyard, [@B46],[@B47]; Eimer, [@B21]; Hickey et al., [@B30]). N2pc is an enhanced negativity elicited over posterior scalp sites contralateral to the side of the attended item, typically within the latency range of \~200--350 ms post-stimulus. N2pc has been heavily studied within the adult population in the sensory domain (Woodman and Luck, [@B76]; Hopf et al., [@B33]; Kiss et al., [@B40]; Mazza et al., [@B54]; Woodman et al., [@B75]) and more recently in the VWM domain (Nobre et al., [@B58]; Astle et al., [@B4]; Kuo et al., [@B43]; Shimi et al., [@B68]). In contrast, in children, studies of N2pc are exceptionally scarce: to our knowledge, only two studies have examined N2pc in typically developing children to date. One of these studies investigated the selection of sensory targets among distractors using a visual search paradigm (Couperus and Quirk, [@B12]), and the other study found the N2pc to be elicited by children when they retrospectively searched their VWM (Shimi et al., [@B68]); in both cases, similarities and differences emerged between children and adults in the topography and latency of the N2pc respectively. Thus far, no published study has examined whether N2pc is involved in attentional selection during the encoding of information in VWM in childhood; and if so, whether it resembles the spatiotemporal characteristics of the N2pc involved in attentional selection during VMW encoding in adulthood. Here, by measuring N2pc, we examined: (1) whether children and adults elicit similar neural activity when selecting a target item among competing items, for encoding in VWM and (2) whether this neural activity relates to individual differences in VWM capacity in children.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Participants {#s2-1}
------------

Seventeen typically developing children (5 males and 12 females), aged 10--11 years old (*M* = 10.2 years old, *SD* = 0.39), and 15 healthy adults (8 males and 7 females), 21--34 years old (*M* = 26.4 years old, *SD* = 3.76), participated in the study. Children were recruited from local primary schools via an opt-in procedure and adults were recruited among University postgraduate students. All participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The study had ethical approval from the Central University Research Ethics Committee of the University of Oxford. Prior to testing, adult participants and parents of child participants signed a consent form whereas children assented to participate in the study verbally. For their participation, adults received monetary compensation and children received an appreciation certificate. One adult participant was excluded from the analyses due to significantly below-chance behavioral performance. The same sample of participants was included in complementary analyses to those reported here, that focused on activity associated with attentional cues, rather than VWM arrays (Shimi et al., [@B68]). We chose 10--11 year-olds as our age-comparison group to the adult group because a few developmental studies have shown that some cognitive control abilities reach the adult mature state around the age of 10--11 years of age whereas other cognitive control abilities continue to develop until later in adolescence (e.g., Huizinga et al., [@B34]). Based on this, 10--11 year-olds could either be similar to adults or still developing, making them thus an interesting target age group to study the developmental state of selective attention and WM processes. Also, taking into account the large variability that may exist in children's data, we opted for a narrow age group that would provide more statistical power and maximize the likelihood of separating age-related and individual differences.

Task and Stimuli {#s2-2}
----------------

The full study design was described in detail elsewhere (Shimi et al., [@B68]). Here, we describe only the trial types related to the focus of the current paper. These are illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Participants viewed arrays of four colored items, followed by a single colored probe item after a variable delay. They were instructed to indicate whether the probe was present among the initial four items by pressing a mouse button (left for present and right for absent). Items comprised identical line drawings of familiar objects and cartoons (e.g., basketballs, each subtending 1.64° × 2.05° of visual angle from a distance of 100 cm and centered at 2.87° lateral and 2.87° azimuthal eccentricity from a central fixation point). The items were presented in different colors (drawn from a set of seven colors: white, red, magenta, orange, yellow, green, and blue) on a black background. On half trials, the memory array was preceded by a spatial cue (white arrow; 0.82° × 0.82°) that guided the participants' attention to one of the upcoming items of the array and was fully informative (100%) of the location of a target probe, should this appear in the memory array (cued trials henceforth). The cue was equally likely to point to one of the four possible locations. On the other half trials, a spatially uninformative white square (0.82° × 0.82°) was presented before the array (neutral trials henceforth), and served the purpose of controlling for the non-spatial alerting effects that the spatial cue may engender.

![**Top row illustrates an example trial sequence.** Each trial began with an asterisk (500 ms), followed by a fixation point which remained visible throughout the trial. Five hundred millisecond later, a cue appeared for 300 ms. In cued trials, an arrow pointed to the item that participants should encode in visual working memory (VWM; top display at the cue position), whereas in neutral trials, the cue was replaced by a spatially uninformative white square (bottom display at the cue position). After a randomly varied fixation interval (800--1200 ms), the memory array with the four colored items appeared for 350 ms, followed by a randomly varied fixation interval (800--1200 ms). Depending on the trial type, participants had to encode in VWM either one item out of the four (cued trials) or all four items (neutral trials). Subsequently, another spatially uninformative white square stimulus appeared for 300 ms. After a randomly varied fixation interval (800--1200 ms), the probe appeared for 350 ms followed by a fixation point that remained on the screen until a response was made or until a maximum of 5000 ms elapsed (leading to minimal trial attrition across age-groups). Participants had to respond whether the probe was present in the array or not by pressing mouse buttons. Bottom row shows Cowan's *K* (left panel) and median RT (right panel) scores on cued and neutral trials for 10-year-olds and adults. Error bars represent ±95% confidence intervals.](fnsys-09-00153-g0001){#F1}

Participants completed 12 practice trials to familiarize themselves with the task, followed by 192 test trials divided into blocks of 48 trials in each, with 67% of trials containing the probe in the memory array ("probe present") and 33% of trials not containing it ("probe absent"). Cued and neutral trials were intermixed randomly within each block.

Procedure {#s2-3}
---------

Participants were comfortably seated in a dimly illuminated, electrically shielded room, and were given written and verbal instructions along with examples on cards. On practice trials, participants received verbal feedback from the experimenter and visual feedback (correct, incorrect, no response) on the screen after each trial, whereas on test trials, participants received feedback about the number of correct responses every 16 trials and at the end of each block. Participants were recommended and reminded prior to the beginning of each block to pay attention to the cue as it would help them decide whether the probe item reappeared. They held the mouse with their right hand and were advised to respond as quickly and accurately as possible while maintaining their gaze on the fixation point throughout the trial. They were also asked to blink as little as possible, preferably after they responded, and to try to remain still during task performance. Participants were monitored throughout the task via a camera to ensure that they were engaged in the task and that they were not moving or blinking excessively during the task. All participants completed all test blocks except one child that completed one block less due to fatigue and loss of interest to the task. Self-paced breaks were inserted between blocks.

EEG Recording and Processing {#s2-4}
----------------------------

EEG was recorded continuously using a NuAmp amplifier (Neuroscan, Inc.) from 19 silver/silver chloride electrodes mounted on an elastic cap and positioned according to the International 10--20 system (AEEGS, [@B1]). The montage included four midline scalp sites (Fz, FCz, Cz, Pz) and five scalp sites over each hemisphere (F3/F4, C3/C4, P3/P4, PO7/PO8, O1/O2). Additional electrodes were used as ground and reference sites. The electrode placed at AFz on the midline served as the ground. The EEG was referenced on-line to the FCz electrode and then re-referenced off-line to the algebraic average of the left and the right mastoids. Blinks and eye movements were monitored by deriving bipolar recordings from electrodes placed on the outer canthi of both eyes (HEOG) and from one electrode placed below the right eye and F4 (VEOG). Electrode impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. The ongoing brain activity at all scalp sites was sampled every 1 ms (1000 Hz analog-to-digital sampling rate) and filtered with a band-pass of 0.50--70 Hz.

The EEG data were then filtered off-line with a low-pass filter of 40 Hz and the continuous EEG was segmented into epochs, time-locked to the onset of the memory array in cued trials. Given that we were interested in neural activity that was lateralized with respect to the side of the to-be-encoded item, epochs from leftward and rightward trials were combined with an averaging procedure that preserved the spatial location of the electrodes relative to the position of the to-be-encoded item (i.e., contralateral or ipsilateral). Epochs started 100 ms prior to- and ended 600 ms after stimulus onset. ERP amplitude values were baseline corrected relative to a −100--50 ms stimulus interval. Epochs containing excessive noise or drift (±100 μV for adults and ±150 μV for children) at any electrode were excluded from subsequent analyses. Furthermore, epochs containing blinks or eye movements (±50 μV for adults and ±100 μV for children) were rejected. The thresholds for each age-group were chosen based on previous ERP parameters used with adults (e.g., Murray et al., [@B57]) and with children (e.g., Melinder et al., [@B56]) and to be in line with the previous ERP parameters used with the same sample of participants (Shimi et al., [@B68]). Due to skull differences (Scerif et al., [@B66]) as well as other physiological differences between children and adults (e.g., brain tissue) and given that children's spectral power is higher than adults' (Barriga-Paulino et al., [@B5]), different artifact rejection thresholds are required in order to refrain from excluding clean EEG trials from the children's data. In addition, all epochs were visually inspected for any residual artifacts, which were all manually eliminated, an additional check that was especially important for lateralized eye-movements, as these may capture overt rather than covert attention. This artifact rejection procedure resulted in retaining approximately 82% of overall trials for adults and 85% of overall trials for children. Finally, trials with incorrect behavioral responses were discarded. In order to maintain an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio, the accepted lower number of trials per participant was set to 20 trials, and on average retained 70 trials for adults and 74 trials for children.

ERP Analyses {#s2-5}
------------

The aim of this experiment was to examine children's neural correlate of selecting one out of multiple items for encoding into VWM, its relation with behavior, and whether it resembles the neural correlate observed in adults. Hence, the ERP analyses focused on epochs locked to the memory arrays presented after an attentional cue guided participants' attention to the item that they should encode in VWM. We targeted a well-known lateralized ERP marker of attentional selection, namely N2pc, and we quantified it as the mean voltage difference between contralateral and ipsilateral sites relative to the side of the to-be-selected item (target henceforth). Based on the previous findings, N2pc was expected to occur, and therefore measured, at posterior electrodes, PO7/8 and O1/2. We examined the presence of N2pc only for memory arrays in cued trials as there was not one specific lateralized item to be encoded in arrays of neutral trials, rather participants had to encode all four items. The time windows for analyzing the N2pc for each age group were selected on the basis of the following latency analysis: lateralized voltage differences were tested in successive time-bins in steps of 40 ms intervals between 260 and 400 ms following visual inspection of the two group average waveforms. Effects were considered significant if a *p* \< 0.05 criterion was exceeded for 40 ms and persisted over at least two successive time bins in a given region. This exploratory analysis for each age group guided the selection of the time window with which to test for the presence of an N2pc effect. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was then conducted on the mean amplitude of the neural activity in the longer time window merging the time-bins in which the effects were found significant and sustained, testing the effects of electrodes (PO7/8 and O1/2) and visual hemifield (contralateral and ipsilateral to the target).

Behavioral Analyses {#s2-6}
-------------------

Separate mixed-design ANOVAs were performed on d-prime, *K*, and median RT scores with trial type (cued, neutral) as the within-subject variable and the age group (10-year-olds, adults) as the between-subject variable. D-prime and Cowan's *K* measures converged so for brevity here we report statistics only for *K*. Cowan's *K* is a memory capacity measure that reflects the number of stored items in memory (Pashler, [@B60]; Cowan, [@B13]) and here was calculated using the formula: *K* = S (set size of the initial array) × (hit rate − false alarm rate). Hit rate was defined as the conditional probability that the participants responded probe present when the probe was indeed present and false alarm rate was defined as the conditional probability that the participants responded probe present when in fact the probe was absent. Extreme scores (e.g., perfect hit rate) were adjusted using the formula 1−(1/2N) as recommended by Macmillan and Creelman ([@B51]) where N = the number of total trials in a condition. RTs were computed for probe-present trials and for correct responses only because incorrect responses and absent trials maybe influenced by multiple non attentional processes (as discussed in Griffin and Nobre, [@B29]). In addition, we explored functional links between behavioral performance and neural activity in children via split-half paired-sample *t*-tests on high- and low- memory capacity groups (as a function of cueing benefit in *K*) separately.

Results {#s3}
=======

Behavioral Results {#s3-1}
------------------

There were significant main effects of age group, *F*~(1,29)~ = 14.65, *p* = 0.001, with overall higher *K* scores in adults (*M* = 3.24) compared with children (*M* = 2.33), and trial type, *F*~(1,29)~ = 96.41, *p* \< 0.001, with significantly higher *K* scores in cued (*M* = 3.46) than in neutral trials (*M* = 2.11). The interaction of age group × trial type did not reach significance, *F*~(1,29)~ = 1.82, *p* = 0.19, suggesting that benefits from cues in accuracy did not differ significantly between children and adults.

The analysis on median RTs to probes accurately reported as present in the memory array showed significant main effects of age group, *F*~(1,29)~ = 35.27, *p* \< 0.001, and trial type *F*~(1,29)~ = 51.72, *p* \< 0.001, as well as a significant interaction of age group × trial type, *F*~(1,29)~ = 7.47, *p* = 0.011. Analyses of simple main effects for the age-group × trial type interaction revealed that the interaction was driven by a smaller RT benefit drawn from cues by adults (*M* = 170) than children (*M* = 378, *p* = 0.008). A subsequent difference-scores analysis was carried out to interpret the interaction independently of baseline differences on neutral trials, and taking overall slowing in RT into account by treating RT differences as proportions of neutral RTs \[(neutral-cued)/neutral\]. The effect on scaled RTs did not remain significant (*p* = 0.25), thus suggesting that the larger RT benefits in children depended on overall slowing in baseline responses by the children. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows behavioral results.

ERP Results {#s3-2}
-----------

### Adults {#s3-2-1}

For adults, there was significant enhanced negativity contralateral to the position of the target in the memory array between 260 and 320 ms at PO7/8 and O1/2 sites, *F*~(1,13)~ = 6.03, *p* = 0.029, reflecting the N2pc. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the neural activity elicited during attentional selection of the target item for encoding into VWM for adults.

![**Grand-averaged waveforms for N2pc elicited by the memory array in cued trials in adults.** Red lines indicate neural activity contralateral to the side of the to-be-encoded item and blue lines indicate neural activity ipsilateral to the side of the to-be-encoded item. Positive voltage is plotted upwards. The dotted box highlights the time-window during which the mean voltage difference of the N2pc was found significant. The topographic map next to the ERP waveform panel shows the lateralized difference in voltage between contralateral and ipsilateral sites during the time window in which the N2pc component was found significant. The voltage distributions are shown from posterior perspective. Blue indicates negative voltage and red indicates positive voltage.](fnsys-09-00153-g0002){#F2}

### Children {#s3-2-2}

The statistical analysis on the children's ERP amplitude showed similarities and differences compared to adults in terms of topography of the effects and their timing respectively. There was significant enhanced negativity contralateral to the position of the target in the memory array between 280 and 380 ms at PO7/8 and O1/2 sites, *F*~(1,16)~ = 4.74, *p* = 0.045, signifying N2pc. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the neural activity elicited during attentional selection of the target item for encoding into VWM for children.

![**Grand-averaged waveforms for N2pc elicited by the memory array in cued trials in 10-year-olds.** Red lines indicate neural activity contralateral to the side of the to-be-encoded item and blue lines indicate neural activity ipsilateral to the side of the to-be-encoded item. Positive voltage is plotted upwards. The dotted box highlights the time-window during which the mean voltage difference of the N2pc was found significant. The topographic map next to the ERP waveform panel shows the lateralized difference in voltage between contralateral and ipsilateral sites during the time window in which the N2pc component was found significant. The voltage distributions are shown from posterior perspective. Blue indicates negative voltage and red indicates positive voltage.](fnsys-09-00153-g0003){#F3}

Electrophysiological Predictors of VWM Capacity in Children {#s3-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Subsequently, we examined whether children's ability to deploy attentional selection in function of encoding into VWM related to their VWM capacity. We chose to examine this in the time-window that the N2pc was elicited in adults (i.e., 260--320 ms), in order to investigate whether children that demonstrate a magnitude of "adult-like" neural activity during attentional selection at encoding, will show a greater cueing benefit in VWM capacity. Previous results have shown that the large variability in children's VWM capacity is explained by some children demonstrating an "adult-like" neural profile in their efficiency of preparatory attention whereas other don't (Shimi et al., [@B68]). By examining a similar question here, results can demonstrate functional links between the efficiency of attentional selection at encoding and later VWM performance in childhood, a question that has not been investigated before.

We carried out median-split analyses, by dividing children into high- and low-capacity groups (on the basis of *K* benefit). This allowed us to carry out paired-sample *t*-tests between contralateral and ipsilateral ERP amplitudes, and therefore explore the presence of "adult-like" N2pc in each capacity group separately. Splitting the children into those who showed a large vs. small cue benefit following spatial cues in terms of *K* revealed a significant enhanced negativity contralateral to the position of the target in the memory array between 260 and 320 ms at PO7/8 and O1/2 sites, *F*~(1,8)~ = 5.77, *p* = 0.04, i.e., N2pc, for the large cue benefit group. In contrast, there was no statistically significant N2pc in the small cue benefit group, *F*~(1,7)~ = 0.27, *p* = 0.62 (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Grand-averaged waveforms for N2pc elicited by the memory array in cued trials and divided between high- and low-memory capacity children (on the basis of *K* benefit).** Red lines indicate neural activity contralateral to the side of the to-be-encoded item and blue lines indicate neural activity ipsilateral to the side of the to-be-encoded item. Positive voltage is plotted upwards. The topographic maps next to the ERP waveform panels show the lateralized difference in voltage between contralateral and ipsilateral sites during the "adult time window" in which the N2pc component was found significant (260--320ms). The voltage distributions are shown from posterior perspective.](fnsys-09-00153-g0004){#F4}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The aims of this study were to identify the ERP correlates of children's attentional selection of a target item, among multiple competing items, during encoding in VWM, and to test whether these resemble the neural correlates involved in adults' selective encoding in VWM. Results showed that both children and adults elicited a significant negativity contralateral to the item to be encoded in VWM, i.e., both age groups elicited an N2pc. The observed ERP component had a similar topographical distribution between the two age groups but differed in latency. Importantly, individual differences in the extent to which the N2pc at encoding was "adult-like" related to variation in VWM performance at the end of the trial in children.

Despite overall better VWM performance and higher VWM capacity for adults compared to children, all participants benefitted from cues before encoding. This suggests that when the memory array appeared, both children and adults largely selected the item to be probed for encoding in VWM. This behavioral finding was corroborated by the neural activity participants elicited following memory array onset: all participants elicited greater negativity at posterior scalp sites (O1/2 and PO7/8) contralateral to the target item, and this neural activity shared the typical spatiotemporal characteristics of the N2pc. The N2pc has been associated with visual search and spatial selection of targets among distractors in incoming percepts (e.g., Eimer, [@B21]; Luck et al., [@B48]; Hopf et al., [@B32]; Hickey et al., [@B30]) as well as with search and detection of targets held in VWM (e.g., Kuo et al., [@B43]; Dell'Acqua et al., [@B18]; Shimi et al., [@B68]). Obtaining an N2pc here suggests that selective attention during VWM encoding both in childhood and in adulthood involves spatially selecting the target item from the memory array for later recognition. In combination with recent findings where preparatory shifts of attentional orienting did not elicit an N2pc (Shimi et al., [@B68]), our current result is consistent with past adult studies suggesting that the N2pc does not simply index the generalized attentional deployment in visual space towards anticipated target locations, but rather it reflects spatial attentional selection of target objects (Kiss et al., [@B40]; Woodman et al., [@B75]). The current study extends these observations to the VWM domain both for childhood and adulthood. Following top-down modulations from fronto-parietal areas during preparatory orienting of attention (Murray et al., [@B57]; Eimer, [@B22],[@B23]; Shimi et al., [@B68]), the prioritization of a visual percept during encoding in VWM seems to include sensory regions of visual cortex, with posterior parietal occipital cortex coding the attended percept more specifically. This finding is noteworthy for developmental cognitive neuroscientists studying attention and/or VWM, as no prior study has examined the temporal dynamics involved in children's attentional selection during VWM encoding. Although a few other developmental studies have examined gating mechanisms in VWM (Sander et al., [@B64]; Astle et al., [@B2]), these have been focused on a subsequent ERP component to N2pc, i.e., the contralateral delay activity (CDA) which has mainly been investigated in the context of modulation by the number of items currently maintained in VWM, and not in terms of the deployment of selective attention to a specific stimulus for encoding.

Even though the N2pc was elicited in both age groups, there were latency and duration differences of the ERP component between the two age groups; that is, children as a group elicited the N2pc later and for longer than adults. This finding suggests that, although both children and adults can select the target item among multiple competing items during encoding in VWM, at least when appropriate attentional cues that guide selective attention are provided, the two age groups nonetheless differ in their ability to do so. It seems that, at the group level, children are slower and need more time to selectively and efficiently encode the relevant item from irrelevant information in VWM compared to adults. This result is in line with findings from the sensory domain that have shown that the speed and the efficiency of selection for relevant stimulus among competing items improves with age (Ridderinkhof and van der Stelt, [@B62]). Therefore our result extends previous findings relating selective attention for perception to the VWM domain. This neural change in attentional efficiency during encoding in VWM from childhood to adulthood may be the outcome of richer myelination of axons taking place across development, which may have an effect on axonal transmission and subsequently on the speed and efficiency of cognitive processing (Giedd et al., [@B28]; Klingberg et al., [@B42]; Casey et al., [@B7]; Craik and Bialystok, [@B16]).

Finally, despite the reliable presence of the N2pc in children at the group level (which provided a clear neural index of their ability to focus attention and to select the target item for encoding in VWM and for later recognition), our second key finding is the high degree of variability across children in the ability to attend to and encode targets in VWM. Children who demonstrated an "adult-like" neural modulation during the encoding phase of the target item, benefitted the most from attention cues that pointed to the item to-be-probed, and thus to the item that they should encode in VWM. In other words, high-capacity children who elicited the N2pc sharing the same spatio-temporal characteristics of the ERP component observed in adults (i.e., the N2pc was elicited earlier and for shorter period of time) showed a large attention benefit effect in their recognition memory performance for cued trials, compared to neutral trials. In contrast, low-capacity children did not show a robust differentiation in the adult N2pc time window, and showed a small attention benefit in behavioral terms. It is well accepted now that younger and older adults' ability to regulate access to VWM in a goal-directed manner is vital for protecting VWM capacity from irrelevant information (Vogel and Machizawa, [@B72]; Gazzaley et al., [@B27]; Vogel et al., [@B73]; McNab and Klingberg, [@B55]; Zanto and Gazzaley, [@B77]; Murray et al., [@B57]). Extending recent developmental neuroscience findings that have shown that individual differences in preparatory neural activity prior to encoding information in VWM distinguish children with high vs. low VWM capacity (Shimi et al., [@B68]), our current findings demonstrate that individual differences in neural activity underlying selective attention during VWM encoding also discriminate children of high vs. low VWM capacity. Children's ability to deploy selective attention and to encode only the relevant item in VWM, which ultimately results in higher VWM capacity, is mediated by faster and more efficient neural processing that approximates the adults' neural profile. Future directions may include the investigation of possible other behavioral correlates of adult-like selection markers: for example, it is possible that children with higher VWM capacity and N2pc also score highly on measures of intelligence, although we did not measure these here. Nonetheless, to our knowledge, this is the first study to show correlations between the mechanisms of selective attentional deployment to a specific target item during VWM encoding (N2pc) and VWM capacity in childhood.

In conclusion, current findings demonstrate that efficient deployment of selective attention goes hand in hand with efficient VWM encoding both in childhood and in adulthood. Although behavioral data do not seem sensitive enough to capture age group differences in processing speed of VWM encoding, the underlying neural pattern demonstrates that from childhood children with more refined skills in selective attention, exhibit higher VWM capacity. These findings provide new insights to the relatively recent developmental cognitive neuroscience literature examining attentional contributions to increases in VWM capacity. Future studies examining the developmental trajectories of selective attention in service of VWM capacity can shed light on the maturation of the N2pc and behavioral related parameters.
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